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1. INTRODUCTION
Cotton has potential to impact Malawi’s overall economic
growth for several reasons including the creation of more jobs,
if the integrated cotton textiles and garment chain is revamped.
There is capacity for Malawi to produce more than 100,000
metric tonnes of seed cotton through creation of a conducive
production and marketing environment.
The critical challenge affecting the cotton sector in the recent
years is low seed cotton production. Since 2011 when production
reached 100,000MT after government supported the sector with
an input fund, production has been going down up to a level of
6000MT in 2017. As a result of low cotton production, ginneries
currently with a total ginning capacity of 450,000MT have been
operating at a capacity lower than 20%.
This has in turn led to loss of employment for Malawians. It
has also meant low farm incomes for the approximately 240,000
farmers that depend on cotton as their major crop in the 15 cotton
growing districts in the country. It is against this background
that Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and Water Development
in collaboration with CCM has declared 2019/2020 season as
a campaign year for increased cotton production. In order to
achieve he needed volumes vis a’ vis the existing challenges in
the cotton sub-sector, Government has directed a number of
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operational reforms to facilitate the campaign.
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE CAMPAIGN

The campaign is aimed at supporting production of 50,000MT
of seed cotton in the 2019/2020 season. To achieve this,
Government in collaboration with ginners will support access to
high quality production inputs and cotton extension services to
registered farmers that are organized in clubs across the 16 major
cotton growing districts in Malawi.
To promote sanity and avoid unfair trading practices, ginners will
be operating in production zones through integrated production
system to work with registered cotton farmers.
2. PURPOSE OF THE CAMPAIGN

The purpose of the campaign is to improve wellbeing of
smallholder cotton farmers and contribute to the country’s
economic growth.
3. OBJECTIVES OF THE CAMPAIGN

Specifically, the program aims to:
(a) Increase cotton production and productivity through
use of high yielding cotton varieties.
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(b) Increase smallholder farm incomes and contribute to
poverty reduction.
(c) Enhance national export earnings through increased exports of cotton lint and other cotton products.
4. IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
a) Zoning

As a matter of policy aimed at attracting and protecting
investments in cotton inputs for supporting production, all
ginners will be allocated production zones where they should
work with farmers as follows:
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i.

Allocation of zones will be done according to
Extension Planning Area Boundaries.

ii.

Allocation of zones will be based on the trade
requirement expressed by each ginner i.e. the
quantity of seed cotton planned for production.

iii.

Each ginner will be required to conduct registration
of farmers through clubs, who are willing to grow
cotton in 2019/19 season.

iv.

Registered farmers will be issued with registration
cards where important bio-data and input support
details will be entered. The registration card will
later have to be presented when selling seed cotton.

v.

A ginner will be required to sign production
contracts with registered farmers at zonal level.
The contract will be required to state the minimum

price at which the seed cotton is going to be bought
during marketing season.
vi.

Based on registered farmers, a ginner will be
expected to support the farmers with production
inputs and extension services for increased cotton
production.

vii.

During seed cotton marketing, each ginner will
only be allowed to buy seed cotton from the zones
allocated to him.

viii.

Designated markets will be established for each
zone

ix.

To ensure proper enforcement of seed cotton
marketing arrangements, markets for each
Extension Planning Area will be gazzetted.

x.

Kindly refer to annex 1 for allocation of zones.

b) Supply of production inputs

For the campaign to be successful, registered growers will be
provided with quality inputs (cotton seed and pesticides) for
production of cotton in the 2019/2020 season.

Acceptable Cotton Seed Varieties
Cotton varieties recommended for use are Mahyco hybrid cotton
seed, QM301, Makoka 2000, Razam 17).
Stakeholders are informed that Chureza seed variety has been
banned from importation and use in Malawi. However, due to
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the fact that Malawi Cotton Company had multiplied the seed in
the 2018/19 season, the company has been given a waiver to use
Chureza seed under good management only in zones allocated to
them. Despite the permission to use Chureza, the variety shall not
be forced on farmers. In view of this, cotton farmers in Malawi
Cotton Company zones shall be given chance to choose which
variety they want to grow. As such, Malawi Cotton Company will
be required to make available to farmers alternative recommended
varieties depending on farmers’ preference.
Ginners are encouraged to use cost recovery methods that are
not prohibitive as to discourage farmers from growing cotton.
Zoning is expected to help ginners reduce loan default and Cotton
Council is prepared to provide necessary regulatory enforcement
to protect ginners’ investments.

Chemical Pesticides
Cotton Council of Malawi in collaboration with Ministry of
Agriculture, Irrigation and Water Development has come up with
a pesticide catalogue for use in cotton production. The catalogue
contains recommended pesticides for cotton and all ginners are
required to use this guide when preparing for pesticides to be
supplied to farmers in their zones.
Each cotton seed pack issued to a farmer will have to be
accompanied by a complimentary package of recommended
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pesticides to attain increased cotton production.
Ginners will be required to support farmers in their zones to
access cotton pesticides.
Knowing that supply of quality inputs has been a challenge by
input providers, Cotton Council of Malawi and COFA will jointly
undertake to diligently verify the quality of inputs to be supplied
before the inputs are distributed. This will be achieved through
a team of inspectors from Cotton Council of Malawi, COFA,
Seed Services Unit and Pesticides Control Board.

Recovery of Inputs Cost
The support for inputs will be implemented using a cost recovery arrangement. Beneficiary growers will be required to redeem
the input pack by paying 50% of the cost of the pack (cotton
seed and chemicals). The balance of the cost of inputs will be
considered as a loan that the beneficiary will be required to pay
back during seed cotton marketing.

Distribution of Inputs
The responsibility for distribution of inputs to registered cotton
clubs will rest with ginners, CCM and COFA. Suppliers will be
requested to deliver the inputs at agreed strategic points in the
participating zones (Extension Planning Areas (EPAs). Relevant
documents such as delivery notes (DN), Goods Receipt Notes
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(GRNs) and Loan agreements and Invoices (LI) will be used and
signed in the process to maintain traceability and accountability.
Inputs will be issued to farmers through their clubs and clubs
will be responsible for effective use of the inputs and repayment
of the loan balance. The club will be required to provide group
collateral for loans given to its members. As such, if one member
defaults, the club will be responsible to pay back the loan.
To ensure that the inputs are not abused, CCM in collaboration
with DADOs office and COFA committees will ensure that every
beneficiary has planted his/her field and applied the chemicals
through physical field support visits and regular monitoring. It
will be the responsibility of CCM and MoAIWD to ensure that
beneficiaries are provided with all necessary and timely support
and extension services.
c) Cotton Extension Services

Extension services to support cotton production will be provided
jointly by public sector extension, private sector (ginners) and
NGOs supporting the cotton sector. Training of trainers’
workshop will be organized to train key extension officers in
cotton agronomy, pest and disease management and other areas.
The trained staff will be responsible for training the registered
clubs at EPA level and walk with them throughout the production
process ensuring that good agricultural practices are followed.
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Key cotton extension messages will be developed and
disseminated through meetings, mobile van campaigns and mass
media in order to reach out to as many farmers as possible.
For effective pest management, COFA will use its Sprayer Services
Providers (SSPs)1 where possible, to provide professional spraying
services to all beneficiaries’ fields documenting their service data
for purposes of verification by CCM and COFA.
One FO per district (collaboratively identified by CCM and
DADO) will be identified and assigned exclusively to coordinate
the campaign throughout the campaign period. It will be the
responsibility of CCM to ensure that Ministry of Agriculture
field staff are fully involved and supported providing extension
services to the cotton clubs. Extension services will cover good
cotton agronomic practices, pest and disease management and
other related messages. Farmer training will be done based on
the production calendar to ensure immediate application of skills
into the field.
d) Seed Cotton Marketing

Since zoning and integrated production system will be used, the
ginner allocated to a zone will be the only one allowed to buy all
1

SSPs are locally identified farmers who are well trained and equipped to provide professional spraying services to farmers for effective utilization of cotton inputs
to achieve high yields and protect the health and safety of farmers and environment
from hazardous effects.
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the seed cotton from that zone.
Specific market centres will be designated for buying of seed
cotton in order to safeguard against side buying and selling,
curb loan default, protect farmers from a syndicate of buyers,
facilitate enforcement of marketing regulations and protect
ginners’ investments.
Farmers will be required to present seed cotton for sale as clubs,
and not individuals, at the designated marketing centre. This
will be done by using a specific club registration form prepared
during the registration exercise. This will help reduce side selling
and facilitate loan recovery. Club leadership will be expected to
ensure member compliance to this requirement.
The loan balance on the inputs supplied to farmers will be repaid at this time with support of COFA marketing committees
and club leadership. This will be tracked by using the registration cards.
e) Government Support to cotton production

As part of its commitment to revamping cotton production,
Government through Cotton Council of Malawi has provided
MK1, 000, 000, 000 (One billion Malawi Kwacha) towards support to cotton production.
The one billion kwacha support is not meant to replace but
compliment investments by ginners and other stakeholders as
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this amount cannot be enough to meet the demand for cotton
inputs needed by cotton farmers.
As such, Government support will be applied as follows:
i.

The fund will be used to support procurement
of hybrid cotton seed and a complimentary package of pesticides to support a specific number of
farmers across all zones.

ii.

Each ginner will be allocated the number of farmers to be supported under this fund according to
zones.

iii.

Farmers to be supported should be part of those
registered clubs in the zone.

iv.

To ensure sustainability of the fund, a ginner will
be required to recover 50% cost of the inputs
upfront, as inputs are issued to farmers in his
zone. The ginner will be responsible to remit the
amount recovered into the Cotton Development
Fund account.

v.

The remaining balance on cost of the inputs will
have to be recovered during seed cotton marketing
season.

vi.

The support given by Government is expected to
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capitalize the Cotton Development Fund and help
establish a sustainable input supply system hence
the need for 100% cost recovery.
vii.

Ginners will be expected to sign as witnesses for
the farmers’ loan as an expression of commitment
to recover the loan from farmers during marketing
period.

5. IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS
The following will be key stakeholders in the implementation
and delivery of the campaign. Each stakeholder has key
deliverables contributing to the success of the campaign. The
deliverables are listed and defined below;
4.1 Smallholder Farmers

• Organize themselves into clubs.
• Attend sensitization meetings on the campign.
• Mobilize money for redeeming the inputs package
(50% upfront payment)
• Guarantee each other’s loans.
• Prepare land and practice good land and crop husbandry practices.
• Borrow responsibly and pay promptly through cash
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or seed cotton equivalent.
4.2 Cotton Farmers Association (COFA)

• Sign a collaboration agreement with CCM and enforce the agreement in full.
• Train farmer clubs/groups in group dynamics.
• Recruit, train and screen farmers to benefit from the
campaign.
• Avoid over-indebtedness among all farmers.
• Project Committees to mobilize clubs, monitor seed
cotton markets and help in loan recovery.
• SSPs to provide professional chemical spray services.
• Disburse inputs to farmers in collaboration with
CCM and MoAIWD.
• Work with CCM to enforce agreed regulations.
• Enforce recovery of inputs loans through the agreed
methodologies and strategies.
• Track all the loans and report appropriately to CCM.
4.3 Cotton Council of Malawi
• Facilitate establishment of production zones and allo14

cate zones to ginners.
• Monitor farmer registration and provide Cotton
Farmers with Identity Cards.
• Monitor procurement and distribution of inputs to
check on farmers’ access, quality and fair pricing.
• Ensure that all Farm inputs are made available to
farmers on time.
• Ensure that public, private and NGO extension officers offer cotton extension services.
• Provide market inspectors to curb cotton seed vending.
• Approve designated Cotton Marketing Posts/Centers
and enforce their utilization.
• Lead the price negotiations for seed cotton and price
enforcement by buyers.
• Monitor the marketing of seed cotton.
• Monitor loans and ensure that they are fully repaid.
4.4 Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and Water
Development
• In collaboration with CCM and COFA participate in
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registration of clubs and farmers to access inputs.
• Ensure that cotton extension services are provided
fully and timely.
• Assist cotton farmers with capacity building on pest
and disease management, good agricultural practices
and group dynamics.
• Ensure cotton farm input standards are adhered to.
• Announce minimum prices prior to the production
season
• In collaboration with CCM and COFA staff to ensure
loan is fully recovered.
4.5 Ginners
• Conduct registration of cotton growers using a
standard format supplied by Cotton Council of
Malawi.
• Support registered farmers with high quality
cotton seed and pesticides
• Submit registered farmer database to CCM for
consolidation into one register.
• Provide cotton extension services in collaboration
with CCM, MoAIWD and NGOs.
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• Enter into formal production contractS with
registered farmers.
• Buy seed cotton during the marketing season using
the designated marketing points.
• Assist in collection of loan balances from registered
farmers
6. RISK MANAGEMENT
There are a number of risks that could potentially affect
implementation of the campaign, and hence, the achievement
of objectives. Such risks have been carefully considered and
appropriate measures have been included in the design to mitigate
against such risks.
These risks are illustrated below.
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9. MONITORING AND REVIEW
Monitoring and review will be a key component of the campaign in order
to identify issues affecting the campaign and address them before they affect
achievement of objectives. A joint monitoring and review team will be put
in place comprising CCM, MoAIWD, Ministry of Finance and Ginners who
will regularly conduct review meetings and field visits to measure progress
of the campaign.
CCM officers will also be strategically placed in major production zones in
order to closely coordinate and monitor activities in liaison with DADOs
offices.
10. CONCLUSION
The campaign is meant to increase cotton production and productivity
while also establishing a sustainable input supply system. Low seed cotton
production has been the relentless challenge for the cotton sector and
increased cotton production is key in spurring activities in the upstream value
chain.
Success of the campaign rests on collaboration of all key stakeholders to take
up their rightful role.
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